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In 2015, the number of e-mairs sent and received totared somewhere
nofth of 205

billion-per day' rhe odds of getting anybody's attentron

in that communication

whirlwind are, well, challenging. But there are a few ways of improving
the
likelihood that someone will hit,'replv.,,

Suit: YSI whistleblowers
blackballed from Florida
teen.detention jobs

E-mail productivity company Boomerang recentry rereased a study that
anaryzed
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data from 5.3 million e-mails to find out what was most likely to garner
a response.

+

lf it feels like your e-mails are seemingry sairing off into the ether, use
these insignts
from the study and experts to increase your chances ofgetting a response.
Get to the point
Part of the reason your recipient hasn't answered your e-mail could
be that ihey,re

buried under a (virtual) pile of messages. Making your e-mail short and to
the point
can help them focus on a response "peopre are busy and shourd be
abre to scan
it, figure out what you need and deliver sorid answers," Duncan says. rf
it needs to
be a little longer, break up paragraphs and use builet points to make
it easier to

scan. overall, the study found that e-mails containing 7s to 100 words were
most
likely to receive a response.

Example: Focus on the action your e-mair is intended to insprre: "Thanks for
putting the report together

-

People nrake hunratr chain to rescue
dog stuck in canal
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there's a lot of great material here. I have two

suggestions to make it stronger. Can we meet on Thursdav?"
Keep the language simple

The study found that e-mails written at a third-grade reading level had a
53 percent
response rate, compared to a 3g percent for e-mails written at a colege
reading
level. This doesn't mean you shourd wriie with the proficiency of a 9-year-ord;
instead, it's a reminder that it's best to steer clear of flowery and unnecessary
language. Avoid fussy formatting, too. "The clearer you are with spacing, bulleted
http:/Arww'palm beachpost.com/news/classifieds/jobs/how-to-get-an-e-mail-response-from-chronically-inu/nrcMy/
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text, bold deadlines and simple
verbiage, the easier you,ll be
understood,,,
Peggy Duncan, a personal productivity
expert in Charlotte, North

says
Carolina.
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Exampre: Instead of, "The verbiage
of your previous correspondence
was rife with
grammatical inaccuracies; please

amend and script another response,,,try, ,,There
were a rot of grammar errors
in your rast e-mair. prease make
corrections and send
it back to me.',

Orlando shootinq:
Psychologist say-s she
examined [4ateen
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Strike a positive tone
Orlando shooter was qa
rormer classmate says

,
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Apathy wi, get you nowhere.
E-mairs that were srightry to
moderatery positive or
negatrve received 10-15 percent
more responses than neutrar e_mairs.
That said, a
toxic e-mail full of negative
vibes was least likely to get a response.

since it can be difficurt to te, in
an e-mair when your tone tips
the scare rnto point_
of-no-repry negativity, err on
the side of caution by staying positive.
A gooo

way to
check how your e-mair sounds
is to read it out roud, says Dianna
Booher, a
communications expert and founder
of the coreyvire, Texas_based
Booher
Research Institute, and whose latest
book, What MORE Can I Say?
Wny
communication Fairs and what
to Do About rt, rooks at ways to
communrcare
effectively' "Your ear will tell you
when your words sound stiff,
awkward or cotd,,,
she says.

Exampre: Instead of, "Thanks for
writing this report. r have some comments
for
you','write' "your repoft was terrific.
I have some suggestions to
herp you get
recognition you deserve on this,,,

the

Condense your subject lines
The Boomerang study says subject
lines of three or four words inspired
rne most
(46 percent) responses,

Additionally, Duncan suggests making
the subject line specific to the message. ,,lf
you're going to discuss unrelated
topics, put them in separate messages...
Booher goes one step further, recommending
that you request the desired action
in
the subject line. peopre often sort
and fire e-mairs by their priority,
and making them
wade through details to find the
action line wastes time.

Exampre: Instead of, "prease ,ook over
these Aprir resurts and get back to
me with
your thoughts,', write, ',April
results; please acivise by Friday,,,

Ask questions
One of the best ways to get a response
is to ask a question. The Boomerang
survey found that asking one
to three questions was most effective, ,,Be
very crear
about the resurt you are expecting,"
Duncan says. "whai exacty do you
need lthe
readerl to do? And when do you
need [a response]?,, Including that
information
makes it more likely you,ll get a response.

Exampre: "we need to rook at some
ways to make sure this rotout is a success;
wnen can you meet to tark about it? Let's
address messaging and timing; is there
anything else you want to cover?,,
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Voice an opinion
Including opinions and personar perspectives is a great
way to get others to chime
in
they'll either want to agree or teil you you're wrong. "rf you,re providing
a rist of
possible dates for an event, go furlher and propose
which is the best one,,, says
Alex Moore, CEO of Boomerang. ,,Likewise, if you,re compa'ng
vendors, make a
crear recommendation. Don,t shy away from giving your
two cents.,,

-

Example: "Our options for the meeting room include 1 p.m., 3 p.m.
and 4 p m.

I

suggest we aim for 1, so we can wrap up earlier. Any objections?,,
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